Introduction
Statistical power calculations for group functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies are an important study planning tool. Power estimation requires prior knowledge of expected effect size and its variability. Many factors contribute to these values including: study design, form and magnitude of the temporal autocorrelation, length of study and between subject variability. Recently, Desmond & Glover [1] proposed a method which uses a paired T-test to analyze percent signal change across subjects accounting for both between-and within-subject variability components. Although this approach is useful for planning experiments using paired t-tests, it cannot complete power calculations for more complicated noise and signal models, including second level F-tests.
We introduce a group model power calculation method that admits a wider variety of study designs. Our method is based on the general two-stage summary statistics model, making it easy to adapt to models used by current fMRI software packages. We illustrate the need for such flexibility by showing consequences of using the wrong signal and/or noise model in a power calculation. Also, we show how our power calculations can aid in efficiently planning and determining cost of a future fMRI study.
Methods

2-Stage Summary Statistics Model
To define our power method, first we review the 2-stage summary statistics model. 
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Figure 1: Necessary information required for power calculation. Green indicates known information and red indicates information to be calculated.
Estimating Variance Parameters Using FSL
Since our model is based on the two-level summary statistics group model, it can easily be adapted to calculate power for a future analysis carried out using, for example, the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) [3] . Since FSL uses a voxelwise unstructured autocovariance function (ACF) estimate to model temporal covariance, our first step is to summarize this estimate using the 3 parameters of an I % R 7 m # covariance structure defined by 
Data
We used the FIAC single subject block design data for subjects 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 [2]. Single subject variance parameter estimates were based on subject 0's data and and the group variance parameters were obtained from a group model using all 6 subjects. In all cases the contrast of interest corresponded to same sentence same speaker.
Results
Parameter Estimation
The left panel of Figure 2 illustrates how well the 3 parameter % p 7 A & # estimate matches FSL's unstructured covariance estimate by comparing values using each method's covariance estimate. The values are similar indicating that the 3 parameter summary of FSL's unstructured covariance works well. and the between subject variance is simply the mean of the distribution.
For the power calculations we used the following values based on the FSL analysis described above :
. A block design study with 15s of stimulus followed by 15s of rest was used.
Desmond and Glover do not model autocorrelation and use a simple T-test model to estimate power, which is most likely not the same model that will be used for the data. Therefore, to understand the impact of using the wrong signal or noise model when estimating power, we have illustrated statistical power for different model possibilities: right/wrong design (with/without HRF convolution) and right/wrong noise model (correlated/uncorrelated). Figure 3 shows that when the wrong design (no HRF convolution) and wrong noise (independent) are assumed, power is overestimated by up to 10%. Figure 4 illustrates how our power calculations can be used to design a study. The left panel shows power for different sample sizes when the overall functional scanner time is at most 60 minutes. The top x-axis represents time in minutes and the bottom x-axis represents the number of 30s on/off cycles of the block design. Notice how the power curves show diminishing returns; for each sample size there is a point where collecting additional cycles has little impact on power. The right panels illustrate cost and number of cycles necessary to achieve 80% power for different sample sizes, where cost is based on a fee of $10/minute. Interestingly, a smaller sample size is more expensive than a larger sample size, due to the need of additional scanner time for each subject.
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Conclusions
We have introduced a flexible power estimation technique that will admit any first and second level study designs, can estimate power for or tests, and accounts for temporal autocorrelation. Since it is based on the two-level summary statistics model, it is easily adapted to the models of fMRI software packages such as SPM2 and FSL.
The necessity of a flexible power estimation model was illustrated in Figure 3 , which showed that using a simple model to estimate power, such as the model used by Desmond and Glover, may lead to an overestimate of up to 10% in power. To obtain a reliable power estimate, it is necessary to match the power model as closely as possible to the model that will be used to analyze the data.
We also illustrated how our power model can be used to help design a study in a way that maximizes power and minimizes the cost of the study.
